The Cost, Procurement
& Carbon Solutions Company

Carbon Neutrality doesn’t
have to cost the earth
Delivering Carbon Solutions
to reduce your emissions and costs

AUDITEL.CO.UK

Reducing your carbon emissions
and costs at the same time
In the current challenging economic climate, organisations are battling with the desire to drive growth and
profitability, whilst investing in low carbon emitting technologies to reduce their carbon footprint and speed
up their journey to achieving Net Zero.

NET ZERO DOES NOT HAVE TO COST THE EARTH

ACHIEVE BSI SPECIFICATION FOR CARBON NEUTRALITY

Auditel are The Cost, Procurement & Carbon Solutions

With the UK Government’s commitment to a low carbon

Company who help organisations like yours to reduce their

world, the drive to carbon neutrality and achieving net zero is

carbon emissions and costs at the same time.

dominating organisations’ future decision making.

We help our clients on their journey towards Net Zero by

However, many organisations believe the changes that they

simplifying the process. We begin with a couple of easy steps,

will have to make to achieve net zero will be time-consuming,

which could lead you to be verified as Carbon Neutral within 12

costly and with all the conflicting information, a little daunting.

months, to an intentionally recognised standard.

This is far from the truth, as there are many incentives to help

Using our procurement expertise, we make sure any action
taken to improve your environmental credentials have a strong

businesses become greener and leaner without costing the
earth.

and potentially self-funding business case, because we truly

Using Auditel’s simple 4 step process (shown below), we

believe that being Carbon Neutral doesn’t need to cost the

can help your organisation demystify and provide clarity to

Earth.

this complex subject of achieving net zero. We deliver expert
guidance and resources so you can achieve a British Standards
Institution (BSI) recognised specification for carbon neutrality
as soon as possible, while you progress on the longer-term net
zero journey.

OUR SIMPLE 4 STEP PROCESS TO PAS 2060 CERTIFICATION

STEP 01
DEFINE &
MEASURE

STEP 04
DOCUMENT &
VALIDATE
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STEP 02
REDUCE

STEP 03
OFFSET
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Auditel’s Cost, Procurement &
Carbon Solutions Model

AUDITEL’S COST, PROCUREMENT & CARBON SOLUTIONS

A PEDIGREE SPANNING TWENTY SEVEN YEARS

Auditel’s procurement and carbon specialists work alongside

Founded in 1994, Auditel was established to help organisations

your existing Finance, Operational and Procurement teams

make effective and informed procurement decisions within a

providing the external guidance your organisation requires.

rapidly evolving energy market. Since then, we’ve built a strong

We can help you on your journey to Net Zero without the usual
associated costs. For many of our clients it is self-funding and
for some its actually profitable. We deliver solutions that will

network of over 100 procurement and carbon specialists and
are now one of the leading Cost, Procurement and Carbon
Solution Companies in the UK.

enable your organisation to achieve independent verification of
carbon neutrality.
By combining the expertise of our Carbon Strategy Group with
our experience in procurement and partnering with British
Standards Institute (BSI), we are assisting clients towards
currently the only internationally recognised standard, PAS2060.
On completion and verification, you will be able to brand your
business as Certified Carbon Neutral on all documentation and
marketing collateral.
As well as the obvious benefits, this will also help you with bid
requirements, regulations and assisting your customers on their
own Net Zero journey.

CARBON SOLUTIONS
• Carbon Footprint Reporting
• BSI Carbon Neutral Certification
• Carbon Reduction Planning
• Offset Purchasing Sourcing
PROCUREMENT SOLUTIONS
• Spend Analysis
• Tender Management
• Supplier Selection
• Implementation
COST SOLUTIONS
• Cost Reduction
• Cost Management
• Cost Transformation
• Cost Removal
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How our experts are able to make a
significant difference to your organisation
When engaging with Auditel, we bring the following five pillars of support and expertise to enable our clients
to strengthen their procurement & decarbonisation function and make a difference.

Resource

Knowledge

Expertise

Tools

Buying Power

Dedicated resource
that adds considerable
weight to your current
procurement &
sustainability team

Detailed procurement
and decarbonisation
knowledge of what best
value looks like and how to
achieve it, whilst delivering
low carbon innovation

Hand-picked
procurement specialists
negotiating on your
behalf, who have long
careers working in
over 100 different
expenditure areas

Unique carbon foot
printing and procurement
analytical tools that make
sense of complex data
- allowing you to make
informed decisions

Access to serious
buying power due to
supplier relationships
and unique pricing
frameworks exclusive
to Auditel

OVER 1000+ DELIGHTED CLIENTS ACROSS ALL SECTORS

Contact us to see
how we can help you

Auditel provide a comprehensive procurement service, where
we cover over 100 cost areas. With the help of our procurement
expertise, we can potentially self-fund your net zero journey,
or even make it more profitable through cost removal and cost
transformation.
By blending our Carbon Solutions with our Cost Management and
Procurement expertise, you can feel confident that you are helping
save the planet as well as making your business fit for the age of
net zero.
To discover how Auditel is helping companies just like yours
on their journey to Net Zero without the usual associated costs,
please contact:

Auditel (U.K) Limited
T: 01962 863 915
E: info@auditel.co.uk
AUDITEL.CO.UK
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